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To all whom it may concern : 
Be it known that I,’ ERNEST C. LEWERENZ, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Utica, in the county of Macomb and State 
of Michigan, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Combination Comb 
and Tooth-Brush Holders, of which the fol 
lowing is a speci?cation. ' ' 

This invention relates to an improved 
combination comb and tooth brush holder, 
and the principal object of the invention is 
to provide the back of a comb with a cham 
ber so constructed that a tooth brush hav 
ing an improved type of handle may be se 
curely held in the back of the comb. 
Another. object of the invention is to so 

I construct the handle of the tooth brush that 
it will be wedged in the chamber formed in 
the comb back and thus held in this place 
by frictional engagement. 
This invention is illustrated in the ac 

companying drawings wherein—' 
Figure l is a side elevation showing the 

improved comb with ‘the tooth brush in 
place; Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional 
view through the comb with the tooth brush 
shown in elevation; Fig. 3 is a sectional view 
taken along the line 3—3. of Fig. 2; Fig. 4 
is a sectional view taken along the line 4.-—4 
of Fig. 2; Fig. 5 is a fragmentary sectional 
view through one end of the comb back. 
The back 10 of the comb 11 is provided 

with a longitudinally-extending chamber 12 
in which the tooth brush is placed and which 
is provided with a ?ared mouth 13. This 
?ared mouth 13 is provided so that the 
tapered head 14 of the tooth brush handle‘ 15 
will be wedged in the mouth 13 when the - 
tooth brush is placed in the chamber 12 thus 
causing the tooth brush to be held in place 
by frictional engagement between the head 
14 and the mouth 13. The handle of the 
tooth brush is substantially the'same width 
as the width of the chamber 12 so'that when 
the brush is in place as shown in Figs. 3 and 
4, the brush can not have transverse play in 
the chamber which would‘ tend to work the 
brush loose. The head 14 of the brush ex 
tends beyond‘ the comb head 10 when the '' 
brush is in place, and has its outer end pro 
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vided with notches 16 which permit the 
brush to be easily withdrawn from the 
comb when desired. ' 
The comb and brush can be formed of any 

suitable inaterial, such as celluloid, molded 
rubber, or any other composition, or may be 
formed of metal if desired. By having the‘ 
comb and brush constructed as shown, the 
comb may be used with the brush in place 
and then put in thepocket or the brush may 
be -withdrawn from the chamber 12, and 
after being used, canbe replaced and ‘the 
comb placed in the‘ pocket. It will there 
fore be seen that a comb and brush have 
been provided which can be very conven 
iently carried about in the pocket so that the 
comb and brush will always be convenient 
when desiring to use-the same. It will also 
be noted that the comb and brush are so con 
structed that they may be securely held in 
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the position shown in Fig. 2, but the brush _ 
may be easily withdrawn when desiring to 
use the same. It .will also be noted that if 
desired, openings may be formed in the walls 
of the chamber so that air can circulate in 
the chamber and. thus permitthe brush to 
dry. w - - - 

What is claimed is: 
A comb having its back provided with a 

longitudinally extending chamber of even 
transverse diameter throughout its length, 
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the upper and lower walls being thickened f 
at one end to provide a restricted‘ neck and 
?ared mouth, a brush ?tting in said cham 
ber and having its head and handle of sub 
stantially the same-width as said chamber 
to prevent said brush from moving trans 
versely therein and guide the movement of 
the brush into the chamber, the handleiof 
said brush being provided with an enlarged 
and tapered end conforming to the contour 
of the ’?ared mouth of said chamber where 
by the enlarged end of the handle may be 
wedged in the mouth of the chamber. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature 

in presence of two witnesses. - _ 
ERNEST C. LEWERENZ. 

Witnesses: ' . 

' EDMUND PETERS, 1 ' 

- Mrs. E. LEWERENZ. 
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